
You are thrown into a world of mystery, blackmail and deception. Solve the puzzles and break into our
online vault - before it's too late!  An at-home escape room that you can play around your own kitchen table.
The games includes 10 individual puzzles, and has an interactive online ending, all the pieces are designed
to be as immersive as possible - enter the world of the Marseille Tennis Championship

 
Aimed at 14+, and for groups of 1-8. 

Reviews for Puzzle Post Games:
The Telegraph - “A perfect alternative to that Christmas day game of monopoly”
Real Homes - “There's no need to leave your home to do an escape room anymore – this one is just as fun.”
BuzzFeed - Featured in “The Best Gifts To Give In 2020”

Wholesale price: £6.66 (excluding VAT), R.R.P: £15.99. Carriage paid on all orders over £100.
CDUs available on request.  

The Scandal: An Escape Room in An Envelope



In each game, you must solve 8 puzzles to break into the online vault and reveal a secret message. You're
thrown into a different story of secrecy and adventure - you must solve the puzzles to reveal the mystery.

You can work towards the default secret message or personalise it, to surprise your friends and family
when they enter the vault! You can hide text, image and video messages in the vault via a QR code on the back
of the package. The perfect surprise for any occasion! 

The Missed Flight:
An investigative journalist exposes high level corruption but gets into trouble doing it
The Dupe:
A Finnish art dealer unwittingly brokers a dodgy deal and now his life and that of his children are at risk
The Split:
The scandal surrounding the next big band spirals out of control and Siena Sudlow is forced to flee

 
Aimed at 14+, and for groups of 1-4. 

Wholesale price: £5.41 (excluding VAT), R.R.P: £12.99. Carriage paid on all orders over £100.
CDUs available on request.  

Personalisable Games




